ORANGE HIGH SCHOOL
ASSESSMENT TASK NOTIFICATION
Subject
Topic
Class Teacher
Head Teacher
Year
Date Given
Date Due

Technology Mandatory- Cooking
Let’s Cook
Ms Hope, Mrs Phillips, Mrs Ryan, Mrs Nash
Mr Dan Wait
7&8
Week
Practical cookery and video: Term 2 Week 9

Weighting

20%

Theory and edited video:
Term 2 Week 2

Task Guidelines: (steps/marking scale/grid)

Section 1: Using the Australian Guide to Healthy Eating, you and a partner are to select a healthy
recipe suitable for a teenager that can be made in class. You need to justify it according to the AGHE
Guidelines.
Section 2: You are to produce a video cooking segment of the healthy recipe being made during a
practical lesson in Term 1. Using the storyboards provided, you are to plan out your segment and
script. Once the segment is filmed, you are responsible for editing your cooking segment.
Section 3: Complete an evaluation on your process and the final product.

Non-completion of Task:
If you know you are going to be away on the day that the task is due, you must make alternative arrangements with your
teacher beforehand. If you are suddenly away on the day that the task is due, you must contact your teacher or Head
Teacher on your return to school. Documentation will be required in both classes.
Plagiarism:
Plagiarism, the using of the work of others without acknowledgement will incur serious penalties and may result in zero
award. Any cheating will also incur penalties.
Failure to follow the above procedures may result in a zero award.
The policies and procedures that are outlined on the ROSA booklet will be followed regarding the non-completion of
assessment tasks.

Outcomes Assessed
4.2.1 Generates and communicates creative design ideas and solutions
4.2.2 Selects, analyses, presents and applies research and experimentation from a variety of resources

The Australian Guide to Healthy Eating Activity

MARKING GUIDELINES

Section

Description

Mark
guide

Serves for an average teenager

All sections correctly completed
Some sections completed correctly
Not attempted

1
1/2
0

Personal Food Journal

Journal completed in detail
Journal completed but lacking content
Minimum detail

2
1
1/2

Journal not attempted

0

Detailed analysis of diet and completed
questions
Some analysis of diet and questions
answered
Sections may be incomplete in analysis and
questions incomplete

2

Questions attempted

1/2

Analysis and questions not attempted
3 recipes listed plus details of recipe
chosen for task
3 recipes listed; some details listed for
chosen recipe
Less than 3 recipes listed; some details
listed for chosen recipe
Less than 3 recipes listed; limited details
listed for chosen recipe

0
5

Less than 3 recipes listed, no details for
chosen recipe
No recipes listed
Recipe is justified using a detailed and
coherent response.
Recipe is justified in a less detailed and
generally coherent response
Little detail as to justification of recipe.
Unstructured response.

1

Minimal to no attempt to justify recipe
selection.

0

Storyboard and script are completed in
detail
Storyboard and script outlined, less detail

5

Minimum attempt to plot storyboard or
script
Storyboard and script are very limited or
section not addressed

1-2

Analysis of Personal Daily Diet

Recipe Selection

Recipe research and selection

Justification of final recipe
selection

Storyboard /
script

Storyboard/script

1 1/2
1

4
3
2

0
5
3-4
1-2

3-4

0

Mark

Production of Cooking Segment

Opening title and closing credits included
Outstanding filming techniques
Variety of camera angles
Outstanding use of editing techniques
Required time length
Opening title and closing credits included
Commendable filming techniques
Some variation in camera angles
Commendable use of editing techniques
< or > 2 mins over/under the time limit
Opening title and closing credits attempted
Basic filming techniques
Minimal variation in camera angles
Basic editing techniques
> than 5 mins over time limit
No attempt at opening and closing credits
No variation in filming techniques
Some use of editing techniques

18-20

13-17

9-12

0-8

TOTAL MARKS:

/40

ASSESSMENT MARK:

/30

